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I D E A D E V E LO P M E N T

01

Through the study of four iconic architects, Peter Eisenman, Rem Koolhaas,
Zaha Hadid, and Bjarke Ingels, a pattern emerges reflecting that the quality
of program and circulation strategies impacts the scholastic environments of
Architecture Schools. Presenting the Architecture schools where these four
architects studied at as precedents, a case for reimagining a new architecture
school can be made.
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1. 1
THESIS QUESTION
The foundation of this thesis begins with the understanding of

Through the research of the careers of Eisenman, Koolhaas,

the careers of Peter Eisenman, Rem Koolhaas, Zaha Hadid, and

Hadid, and Ingels’ universities, I can begin to compare and

Bjarke Ingels.

contrast the qualities of Kennesaw State University’s main
building for the school of Architecture - The N Building. With

This set of Architects were selected for their intertwining design

this research, a framework for an architecture building that accels

philosophies and innovative spirit, having their own beginnings

at producing innovative and groundbreaking architectural minds

reflecting collaboration and critical thinking during their time

can be created.

at their universities - Cornell University, The Architecture
Association, and Polytechnic University of Catalonia respectively.

The inquiry - Are there any particular ways
Having multiple architecture schools spread across the globe,

that the built environment can enrich

contributing to the discourse and innovation of architecture in the

and enhance the discourse of students,

professional world, the moment of inquiry began looking at my
own architecture program at Kennesaw State University.

3

professors, and even practitioners?

1. 2
T H E S I S A B S T R AC T
Colloquium, or an argument for the new school of Architecture... is

For Rem Koolhaas, he proves that, through government

To answer this question, I analyze the architecture buildings

an interrogation on the power of Architectural discourse and its

interference and policy change, the state can pose as a medium

they attended and contrast them with the N building. I will be

impact on the built environment.

for innovation and inspiration in the built environment. For Zaha

looking into the program of each building, defining what areas are

Hadid, she argues that, through the integration of a new type

designed for specific interactions, Colloquium Experiences, all

The research begins by analyzing the works and theories of four

of architectural representation, art, with purpose, can generate

while discovering what spaces are successful and what spaces

distinct architects: Peter Eisenman, Rem Koolhaas, Zaha Hadid,

powerful architecture.

are failures at producing such interactions.

and Bjarke Ingels. During my investigation, I ask myself, “What

thesis, provides a strong statement, where his architecture follows

happened in their school environment that made them great,” or

an evolutionary principle in which each project builds upon

in other words, “What can a student, like me, do to be like these

each other through the integration of cutting-edge construction

people?”

materials, sustainable elements, and community engagement.

For Bjarke Ingels, however having no

The Anwser - The design of a new building for the
school of architecture that enhances interaction

To answer this question, I found the best way to analyze this

Knowing that a thesis is carefully crafted through the guidance

would be to look back on their own Architectural Thesis Projects.

of advisors, other professors, fellow students, and professionals,

For Peter Eisenman, he prioritizes the syntax and evolution of

I begin to wonder, “are there any particular ways that the built

space using program as a constantly evolving form generator, the

environment can enrich and enhance the discourse of students,

argument between generic and specific form.

professors, and even practitioners?”

spaces...
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1. 3
T H E S I S PR O P OS A L
The method of producing a new school of architecture depends
on the thorough understanding of key elements found in the best
architecture schools.

The way these qualities are found will be through circulation
routes and engaging social occurences: colloquium expriences.
After finding these successful qualities and the way these

T H E S I S O U T LI N E

T H E S IS
QUESTION

A R C H I T EC T S ’
THESES

T H E S IS
PR O P OS A L

PR EC E D E N T
AN ALYS IS

SITE
S E LEC T I O N

PR O G R A M
DESIGN

S C H E M AT I C
DESIGN

DESIGN
I M PLE M E N TAT I O N

A R C H I T EC T S ’
CAREERS

qualities are achieved, a new design, replacing the N Building
at Kennesaw State University will be adapted, while optimizing
the existing circulation routes. This is in an effort to build layers
of studio, communal, and circulation spaces where architectural
conversation can flourish.
The nature - This thesis aims to optimize the
learning environments of architecture students
through the adaptation of specific precedents
and existing conditions.
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RESEARCH

I M PLE M E N TAT I O N

F i g u r e [ 1 . 3 .1 ]

C O LLO Q U I U M E X PE R I E N C E S

Figure [ 1.3 . 2]
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7

C A R E E R S T U DY

02

The study of Peter Eisenman, Rem Koolhaas, Zaha Hadid, and Bjarke Ingels
presents an opportunity to link their careers to the designs of academia. This
chapter links the built, scholastic environment to their careers through the
investigation of various keynote projects, along with their thesis work.
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2. 1
PE T E R E I S E N M A N
Peter Eisenman begins his prosperous career at Cornell

architects who challenged the qualities of materiality and

Moving on to the final project of this analysis, Peter Eisenman’s

University. At Cornell, Eisenman would look into the meaning

over all spatial phenomenology. During the height of his time

City of Culture builds upon the necessities of meaning and

and implications behind contemporary movements in architecture

as a New York 5 Architect, Eisenman designed the form for

formal justification. Using the vocabulary documented in his

at the time of his studies. His research, at this time, led him to

House IV. House IV serves as a proof of theory for Eisenman’s

thesis: Volume, Mass, Surface, and Movement, Eisenman blends

disect the Modernist architectural movement from a formal

Diagrammatic formgiving, where spaces were formed out of a

architectural style, materiality, and philosophical gravitas with a

standpoint. Thus, Eisenman’s thesis The Formal Basis of Modern

series of justifications from a multitude of factors - all theories

project that pushes the introduction of computational design.

Architecture was created.

found in “The Formal Basis for Modern Architecture”.

Eisenman’s thesis separates form

into two types: Generic and Specific. Generic being, “A platonic
form in 3 dimensions” and Specific being, “The Actual Physical

Jumping further into his career, following a long dry-spell of

Peter Eisenman prioritizes the syntax and

Configuration of Architecture which is realized in response to a

realized projects, Peter Eisenman find his first real evolutionary

evolution of space using program as a

particular intent and function.” At this time, Eisenman successfully

project: The Memorial for the Murdered Jews. This project marries

constantly evolving form generator - the

creates a syntax of space - an evolutionary aspect where modern

the philosophical importance of the events of the holocaust with

argument between generic and specific form.

architecture can evolve into something unprecedented. At times,

the deconstructivist nature of repetition and fragmentalization.

Eisenman even pushed the ideas of building form from diagrams.

The repetition of this project proves that the meaning behind
architecture can be achieved successfully through the justification

As Peter Eisenman ramps up into his career, he finds his place
among the New York 5. The New York 5 is a group of modernist
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of form.
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2. 2
R E M KO O LH A A S
Rem Koolhaas’ illustrious and still flowering career begins at The

The inspiration of the Russian Constructivist movement, however,

Koolhaas looks to combine the idea of eliminating junkspace

Architecture Association, where his thesis sparks conversation

did not wear off following the completion of the EXODUS project.

and introducing unexpected program with the Taipei Performing

between Russian Constructivism, Socio-political commentary,

Koolhaas went on to author several books regarding urbanism

Arts Center. With the Taipei Performing Arts Center, Koolhaas

and architectural innovation. Koolhaas’ thesis, EXODUS, or the

and the idea of wasted space: Dilirious New York and Junkspace

uses shapes to explain program from the exterior of the building,

voluntary prisoners of architecture..., follows an experimental

respectively.

creating layers of shape grammar that depicts the various uses of

oasis community spearing itself through the heart of London, UK.

11

the building.

This community witheld incredible standards for governance,

Dilirious New York flirts with the congested, yet vibrant lifestyle

infrastructure, and innovative mindsets. In the end, Koolhaas

of New York City’s citizens, along with its implication on

Rem Koolhaas proves that, through government

proves that, through policy change, and social engagement,

programmatic and contextual design. Junkspace relates to the

interference and policy change, the state can

communities will be willing to sacrifice freedom for quality of life

urban and building scales, finding what spaces are prioritized and

pose as a medium for innovation and inspiration

and creative support.

what spaces are left behind.

in the built environment.

The vocations where Rem Koolhaas performed his architectural

OMA, then, would put these authored theories to the test: In the

research and implimentation were his two firms, OMA (The Office

Wyly Theater, Koolhaas experiments with circulation spaces,

for Metropolitan Architecture) and AMO. OMA being the main

thus, eliminating any junkspace; The Seattle Public Library,

firm, dedicated to producing architecture, and AMO being the

being formed from program diagramming, finds unexpected

experimental laboratory where new ideas can be tested.

programmatic combinations dedicated to social good.
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2. 3
ZAHA HADID
Zaha Hadid, as a scholar from The Architecture Association

The Maxxi in Rome, Italy continues to fine tune this basic form

and under the advisement of Rem Koolhaas, crafts her career

generation through art work. Multiple existing lanes of travel and

Zaha Hadid argues that, through the integration

from the lessons of Russian Constructivism, architectural

existing context are highlighted using the Maxxi’s own form. The

of a new type of architectural representation, art,

representation, visual art, and historical context. Hadid’s Thesis,

result is a series of cascading circulation paths, taylored to draw

with purpose, can generate powerful architecture.

Malevich’s Techtonik, fragmentalizes a mass sculpture by Kezimir

attention to the existing content of the city.

Malevich in an attempt to prove that architecture can be generated
by giving art a sense of place with context. The painting that

Hadid continues to finetune her style, now claimed as

Hadid produces as the final outcome becomes a keystone in the

deconstructivism, along with her innovative form of painting as

formation of her career.

architectural representation with The Heydar Aliyev Center. The
Heydar Aliyev Center is a fluid form positioned on a pedestal

From Malevich’s Techtonik, Zaha Hadid designs her first project to

overlooking Azerbaijan’s capital Baku. The morphology of this

be built, using a technique where her artform becomes the form

project encompassed Hadid’s fluid form with dynamic spatial

generator: The Vitra Fire Station. The Vitra Fire Station utilizes

qualities.

shifting planes along an existing road network to generate the
basic form.
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2. 4
BJA R K E I N G E L S
As a prominent architect of the twenty-first century and

activity. This sustainable facility is designed to emphasize its

employee of Rem Koolhaas at OMA, Bjarke Ingels continually

optimist view of the environment by blowing vapor circles into

redefines architecture as a form of social good through hedonistic

the atmosphere, all while giving a public snow skiing ramp to the

sustainability and community engagement.

citizens of Copenhagen. The Copenhill project emphasizes clean
energy, community engament, and unexpected program.

Through the analysis of Bjarke Ingels’ Yes is More and
FORMGIVING, Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG)’s projects vary in

Via West 57 is a marriage of two typologies to generate a new idea

typology, vernacular research, and sustainable integration at a

of vernacular design: the courtyard and the skyscraper. This so-

multitude of scales to bring upcoming research to the forefront of

called “Courtscraper” is designed in an effort to create a housing

architectural design - lessons he learned during his time at The

complex with equal views of New York City’s shore. With this

Polytechnic University of Catalonia

project, Ingels’ refines his strategy towards “equal opportunity
housing”.

Vancouver Tower is designed through the investigation of site
constraints, using formgiving as a story telling device for the

As BIG looks towards urban projects, Bjarke Ingels utilizes the

design process.

various communities, involving them in the design process of the
Big U. This proactive shore barrier protects the city of New York,

CopenHill is a highlight of sustainable practices and cultural

15

all while revitalizing the communities of the shoreline.

Bjarke Ingels follows an evolutionary principle
in which each project builds upon each other
through

the

integration

of

cutting-edge

construction materials, sustainable elements,
and community engagement.
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PR EC E D E N T R E S E A R C H

03

The study of Peter Eisenman, Rem Koolhaas, Zaha Hadid, and Bjarke Ingels
presents an opportunity to link their careers to scholastic architectural design.
This chapter links the built environment to their careers through the investigation
of various keynote projects in their careers, along with their thesis work.
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3. 1

C O R N E LL U N I V E R S I T Y
SI BL E Y H A L L
As a monument to the longevity of Cornell University, Sibley Hall
has been the center for Cornell’s College of Architecture since
1894, following the construction of the East Wing of the building.

During Peter Eisenman’s time at Cornell University, only two
small areas were adapted for design studios for the College of
Architecture, with a large communal | gallery space at the center
of the building.

Sibley Hall is a historical monument for studio
and gallery spaces, yet, depends heavily on the
surrounding buildings for other program types.
SIBLEY HALL
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3. 2

T H E A R C H I T EC T U R E A S S O C I AT I O N
BE D F O R D S Q UA R E
As host to Rem Koolhaas and Zaha Hadid, the composition of The
Architecture Association school of Architecture began with the
aqcuisition of a series of townhomes near Bedford Square. The
design of the school, therefore, became an organic generation
of program, surrounding the existing stairwells from the various
residences.

With a multitude of circulation paths, the AA depends on the
movement of students and staff throughout the entirety of the
building’s program.

Bedford Square builds studio and communal
spaces along the existing circulation paths to
generate architectural discourse.
BEDFORD SQUARE
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3. 3
P O LY T EC H N I C U N I V E R S I T Y O F C ATA LO N I A

SE G A R R A B U I L D I N G

As the place of learning for Bjarke Ingels, The Segarra Building,
being a new addition to the campus of The Polytechnic University
of Catalonia, is separated from the majority of the University’s
Campus. The majority of the communal spaces surround the base
of the Segarra Building, accented with curvilinear forms, followed
by a stack of orthogonal studio spaces above..

The circulation serves as egress from the studios, down into
the communal spaces on the main level, creating a disconnect
between individual studio environments.

The Segarra Building exaggerates communal
spaces, yet at the expense of a collaborative
studio environment.
SEGARRA BUILDING
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S I T E S E LEC T I O N

04

To take advantage of the colloquium experiences found in the precedent studies,
the proposed design will be a reimagination of Kennesaw State University’s N
Building. The N Building will be analyzed under the same criteria, in order to
design a new building that optimizes architectural discourse on the existing site.
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4. 1

K E N N E S AW S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y
SI T E SE L E C T I O N
The N building is located at Kennesaw State University’s Marietta
Campus. This campus is host to a multitude of aged buildings,
reflecting brick and storefront facades. The circulation of the
campus flows along Polytechnic Way; the road south of the
highlighted location (i.e. the N Building). Wind flows prominently
from the East and West, with more sustained winds from the
West. The N building faces south, bringing light into the atrium
and studio spaces with large curtain walls.

The site presents multiple paths for pedestrains
to move throughout the campus, from building to
building.
EXISTING SITE MAP
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4. 2

K E N N E S AW S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y
SI T E C O N D I T I O N S
The N Building serves as the center for Kennesaw State
University’s College of Architecture. Being one of three design
studio buildings, the N Building consists of the main facilites for
the studio curriculum: wood working, material research, laser
cutting, 3d printing, plotting, and studio photography, while using
circulation to connect separate programs. The studios are split
into two levels and mainly contain third, fourth, and fifth year
students.

The N Building prioritizes facilities over communal
and studio environments, using circulation as the
glue between these programs.
N BUILDING
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4. 3

K E N N E S AW S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y
E XISTING CONDITION
As a single piece of the Kennesaw State University, Marietta

From these diagrams, its clear to see that there are two main

Campus, The N Building is not able to behave as a single,

routes of travel: a route through the main staircase in the atrium

introverted system. In fact, the N Building, apart from its own

and another route through the emergency exit stair located in the

facilites and limited supply of vending machines, is dependant on

back of the buildng.

the surrounding buildings for usual day-to-day activities.
The future design of the building is to rework these routes to
The following diagrams of [Figure 4.3.1, Figure 4.3.2, Figure 4.3.3,

enhance colloquium interactions found within a new architecture

Figure 4.3.4] display the most popular routes of travel to any desire

building.

location.

Figure 4.3.2 displays the route to the Joe Mack Wilson Student
Center, a popular place for lunch, dinner, general shopping, and
entertainment for the students.

Only two routes of travel lead students in
and out of the N Building, showing the lack of

Figure 4.3.3 displays the route to the Atrium Building. There, a

circulation opportunities, needed for colloquium

student can grab a coffee at Starbucks, order lunch or dinner at

interactions.

Stacks, or buy convenient snacks and drinks at the store.
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33

DESIGN INTERVENTION

05

The proposed design of the Colloquium Building will take advantage of the
existing circulation paths found at Kennesaw State University’s Marietta Campus.
These paths, along with the integration of the program found in the N Building
and the unique colloquium experiences discovered using the precedent studies,
the new Colloquium Building will combine circulation, studio, and communal
spaces to create multiple layers of travel in an attempt to generate architectural
discourse.

34

5. 1
F O R M G E N E R AT I O N
Using the established circulation paths across the site, the
generative design begins with the reformation of the N Building’s



program.










The beginning approach to reforming the established program
looks at combining communal, circulation, and studio, creating



a continuous experience of architectural learning along the
existing paths. The following diagrams express the prioritization
of program as they cross between each other.





The existing circulation paths will define and
adapt the new program of the Colloquium





Building, to generate the beginning form.


PROGRAM ADJACENCY
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D E S I G N I N G F O R C O LLO Q U I U M E X PE R I E N C E S
After establishing the progammatic layers, retaining the existing

The theory and practice gallery personifies the conversation,

The offices, classrooms, and administrative programs are

circulation paths, the challenge becomes finding ways to

or colloquium, found along the studio | circulation helix. In this

incapsulated by the studio spaces on the second floor, as a way to

emphasize the colloquium experiences, found in the precedent

gallery, the work of every student will be displayed and rotated in

solidify the options and possibilities of circulation. This approach

studies.

an attempt to build conversation and appreciation among fellow

is the final step to enhance interaction from the students,

students, professors, and practicioners.

professors, and practicioners who inhabit the building, bringing

The first approach, apart from retaining multiple circulation routes,

it to life both professionally and socially.

is to create a self-sustaining ecosystem for the inhabitants; the

To enhance the theme of inward conversation along the studio |

goal is to create a building that contains the necessities of the

circulation helix, two types of glass will be used along the south |

students, so as not to encourage anyone to leave the building.

east facade and the north | west facades respectively. A frosted

This was acheived by bringing a functioning restaurant on the

glass will be used to block the south | east sun along the studio

second floor, connected to the classrooms, material lab, and

spaces, to bring the attention of the students, professors, and

studios, along with roof access to encourage conversation and

practicioners inward, focusing on the intellectual work of the

relaxation.

student and the collaborative processes that could occur. In the
north | west facades, there will be a clear curtain wall system,
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These multiple circulation routes are encapsulated in the studio

displaying the work from the thoery and practice gallery to the

spaces, bringing a cohesive quality to the students’ learning

surrounding students and buildings along the Marietta Campus

environment and the passage of many different walks of life.

of Kennesaw State University.

Colloquium Experiences are generated through
the integration of certain programs, along with
material choices and campus context.

BEVERAGE

FOOD

STUDIO
INTERACTION

ROOFTOP
ACCESS

COMMUNAL
SPACE

DYNAMIC
CIRCULATION

OFFICE
FACILITES
CLASSROOM
STUDIO

DYNAMIC
LIGHTING

COMMUNAL
AUDITORIUM
CIRCULATION
GALLERY
PROPOSED EXPLODED AXON

EXHIBITION
SPACE

F i g u r e [ 5 .1 . 5 ]
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5. 2
PR O P OS E D M OT I VAT I O N S
The Colloquium Building enhances existing circulation routes, all

These diagrams explain the dynamics of the circulation routes

while providing more options to travel and converse. The form

provided throughout the Colloquium Building. Where, in the N

of the building is taylored to give the student, professor, and

Building only two options were provided, the Colloquium Building

practicioner the most out of their experience as they travel from

stretches circulation paths throughout a variety of programs to

one place to the other.

enhance conversation.

The following diagrams of [Figure 5.2.1, Figure 5.2.2, Figure 5.2.3,
Figure 5.2.4] display the most popular routes of travel to any
desire location.
Multiple options for travel give the inhabitants the
Figure 5.2.2 displays the route to the Joe Mack Wilson Student

ability to interact with many different experiences

Center, where the inhabitant uses the quickest egress stair from

and programs within the Colloquium Building.

the highest point of the studio | circulation helix.

Figure 5.2.3 displays the route to the Atrium Building. The path
follows an inhabitant as they travel down the helix and out through
the underground ramp, towards the neighboring building.
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F i g u r e [ 5 . 2 .1 ]

Figure [5 .2 .2]

Figure [5 .2 .3]

Figure [5 .2 .4]
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5. 3
S C H E M AT I C D R AW I N G S
The schematic drawings produced from the Colloquium Building
detail the spaces where the colloquium experiences occur. The
studio | circulation helix is present in every floor, creating a situation
were interactions about architecture have the opportunity to take
center stage.

The offices, classrooms, material lab, and media lab are glued
together with studio spaces, drawing inhabitants through areas of
collaboration to prime and engage their minds with architectural
discourse.

Schematic Drawings detail the spaces where
colloquium experiences flourish within the
Colloquium Building.

PROPOSED SECOND FLOOR
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F i g u r e [ 5 . 3 .1 ]

PROPOSED FIRST FLOOR

Figure [5 .3 .2]
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A

A

PROPOSED GROUND FLOOR
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Figure [5 .3 .3]

PROPOSED SECTION AA

Figure [5 .3 .4]
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5. 4
C O N C LUS I O N S
The Colloquium Building provides an opportunity to enjoy the

These architects’ thesis research helps students, like me,

This thesis provides an approach for how we, as architects, look

experience that I have found during my time as a student at

understand what beginning steps are taken to assertain a career,

at social interacts as a tool for the betterment of our practice,

Kennesaw State University’s College of Architecture. I, along

which reflects success and critical thinking.

favoring collaboration over an isolated learning experience.

with my fellow students and professors, have continued to enjoy
these colloquium moments as we collaborate and help each

The analysis of Cornell University, the Architecture Association,

other discover new ways to bring architecture into a new realm

and Polytechnic University of Catalonia allows me to understand

of possibilites.

what makes architecture schools successful. As it turns out, the
successes of these schools depend on the circulation paths, along

The study of these four architects’ careers helped me find the

with the interactions of students, professors, and practicioners

sources that inspire them along with finding my own inspiration in

within each program.

architectural discourse. To these architects, the built environment

45

is an opportunity to bring socio-political topics, groundbreaking

Overall, my research has granted me with the skills of understanding

technologies, reimagined design processes, and long-term

how people interact within programs, what environments are best

benefits to the forefront of critical design thinking across multiple

for collaboration, and how specific programs can be combined to

practices. This research has not only equipped me to participate

enhance a colloquium between the inhabitants of the building.

in these conversations, but it has fueled my drive in the ways of

Each precedent bringing new approaches to the learning process

which knowledge is transmitted from one person to another.

and each architect being a product of such approaches.

Through

the

study

of

architects

and

architecture schools, COLLOQUIUM displays
an opportunity for architecture to prosper
through collaboration and critical thinking.

EXTERIOR RENDERING FROM
THE WALKING PATH

F i g u r e [ 5 . 4 .1 ]
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EXTERIOR RENDERING OF THE
SOUTH FACADE
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Figure [5 .4.2]

INTERIOR RENDERING OF THE
FIRST FLOOR STUDIOS

Figure [5 .4.3]
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INTERIOR RENDERING FROM
THE SECOND FLOOR
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Figure [5 .4.4]
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A PPE N D I X

06

The appendix consists of the final presentation boards, bibliography, image index,
figure index and references that make up the body of research and analysis
throughout the course of this thesis.
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6. 1
F I N A L PR E S E N TAT I O N
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